February 23rd – Weekly Meeting Agenda – 12:30-1:20, Rm. 205
In Attendance


LSS Executive:
 Sandy (President)
 Nojan (Director of Finance) (Acting as Secretary for this meeting)
 Dan (3L Reps)
 Bryn (Clubs & Sports Reps)
 Michaela (1L Rep)
 Ibrahim (Inter Vice President
 Jana (Co-op Rep)
 Justin (Vice President External)
 Kyra (Accessibility Rep)

Acknowledgement
Information


Executive Social Event:
 When: Friday at 6:30 PM
 Who’s coming?
- Ibrahim, Nojan, Justin, Michaela, Dan, Jana
 Where are we going?
- At the Mint
 No LSS money will be spent there



Grad Clothing Update:
 The clothing company has finally got in touch with Dan and IVelina and the
company is planning to deliver on their missed deliveries.
 Dan and Ivelina are contacting students who’ve had missed deliveries
 Dan and Ivelina are planning to do a second grad clothing sale



Grad Event:
 Ivelina is in the process of hiring a photographer for grad



Social Coordinator Update
 Janessa says it went smoothly and the cost of it was reasonable because Deryk
Kuny got us a membership rates for the ice rental and the drinks
 There will likely be some profit from this event. We might be planning on giving
the profit money for the purposes of Grad given that grad clothing sales didn’t
have a significant level of profit



Fridge Cleanings

 How can we give more notice?
 Sandy: some students are having concerns with regards to a lack of notice of
when the cleaning is going to be.
 Sandy: we can send Facebook blasts to the 3 social groups on the day of the
cleaning reminding students that there’s a cleaning.
 Everyone is in agreement on doing these Facebook posts.
 Dan: maybe we should have more supplies added
 Sandy: we have bought more and replaced the old empty ones


The condition of the bathrooms on the main floor
 Sandy: there has been concerns among students about the cleanliness and
condition of those bathrooms. Theses concerns have been brought up with the
Dean.



AGM Agenda
 Sandy: I’ll bring agenda for AGM next week for everyone to see and approve.



Issues with having reps for business in sessions and lectures on campus
 Sandy: There has some instances of businesses coming in and using campus
space to make their business pitch. Should the LSS develop any policies on this?
Is this something that we should look at?
 Justin and Nojan: This is not necessarily much different from law firms coming in
and making their pitch. Furthermore, it may be too paternalistic for the school to
prevent businesses from doing this.’
 Ibrahim: Law firms may be different than actual businesses such as tailors
because law firms are trying to hire students as oppose to sell something to
them.
 Kyra: Maybe we can have a policy where the clubs must just have a disclaimer
before their presentation saying that they are not endorsing this company
specifically and that there are other companies that they may look at if they wish
to get similar services.
 Sandy: Law firms are also different in the sense we see multiple law firms as
opposed to just one firm.
 Jana: There have been other situations where the university has specific
businesses. For example, during health and wellness week a massage therapy
business was giving free massages but also making their pitch to come to them
in the future.
 Sandy: The University can’t be seen as picking one company over another and
that’s what may happen when have only one business owner coming in from a
certain field (ex. Tailors).
 Sandy: The administration should give us more clear guidelines on what types of
businesses and reps are and are not allowed on campus.
 Justin: It’s important for clubs to be able to fill in gaps that the LCO or the
administration is not filling in. These events that the club run are providing a

service for students by giving them valuable information. We don’t want to
create a chilling effect that might stop clubs from running valuable and creative
events that will aid students.

Adjournment

